They are WIFE WRESTLER beyond the mat.
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TIGER CAT! TAG IN!
Yeah, they're not syncing up very well.

I'm getting worried.

Hey... don't you think they're a little off today?

Time to end this!
THAT WASN'T A PRETTY MATCH

LUCKILY WE BOTH GOT A RING-OUT SO THEY CALLED IT A DRAW, BUT

OWW...

CAREFUL SENPAI, YOU'RE SWELLING THERE TOO!

WE'LL GET THE WIN NICE AND CLEAN NEXT TIME!

OH! BUT DON'T WORRY ABOUT IT, RIO

AND WHY THE HELL ARE YOU FUSSING OVER ME LIKE I'M SOME KIND OF ROOKIE?!

JESUS, WHY AREN'T YOU BLAMING ME?!

HUH?

WHAT DO YOU MEAN?

WHY IS IT ALWAYS LIKE THIS WITH YOU?
WHAT'S WITH ALL THE SHOUTING?

LISTEN...

DON'T THINK I'LL BE SATISFIED AS YOUR BACKUP FOREVER, YOU GOT THAT?!

STOP IT, RIO.

RI... O

PFAH! SAEKO? GET LOST. THIS HAS NOTHIN' TO DO WITH YOU.

I'VE JUST BEEN UP AT THE OFFICE.

... I'M GOING TO BE SANAÉ'S TAG-IN.

NEXT TIME...
YOU SHOULDN'T KNOW THE REASON WELL ENOUGH YOURSELF.

IT'S PRETTY OBVIOUS WHEN YOU LOOK AT HOW OUR RECENT MATCHES HAVE JUST BEEN A FIGHT BETWEEN YOU TWO.

DO YOU PLAN ON MAKING THE SAME MISTAKE YOU DID THREE YEARS AGO?

TRUST ME, I THOUGHT IT OVER.

WHO DIED AND MADE YOU KING?!

THE HELL DID YOU SAY?

Huh?

What?

FUCK THIS!

She's... crying?!!

Waah!
ON THE CONTRARY, IT’LL GET EVEN WORSE IF YOU GET INVOLVED.

THIS ISN’T A PROBLEM YOU CAN DO ANYTHING ABOUT.

B- BUT, SAeko-Saan!

IT’S POINTLESS, RYOMAKUN.

RIO-Saan!

IT’S JUST A MISUNDERSTANDING.

I’M OKAY.

BUT...
I just can't get in the mood for some reason.
IT HAPPENS SOMETIMES!

... KNOW?

OH, THAT'S FINE!

I HOPE I DIDN'T LEAD YOU ON THERE ...

I JUST WANNA SQUEEZE YOU UP!

AHH, YOU'RE SUCH A SWEETIE, RYOMA-KUN!

MMF ...

ARE YOU THINKING ABOUT THE MATCH TODAY?

OH ...

YEAH, THE MATCH TOO, BUT ALSO ABOUT RIO ...

...
NO, I DON'T THINK THAT'S IT.

I GUESS EVEN RIO-SAN MIGHT BE WORN OUT AT THIS POINT, RIGHT?

IS SHE GETTING TIRED? WE'VE HAD THIS STRING OF MATCHES LATELY, AND WE'RE IN THE SECOND HALF OF THE SERIES.

IT SEEMS LIKE SHE'S LOST OR CONFUSED ABOUT SOMETHING.

OR SO IT SEEMS.

YOU KNOW ABOUT ALL THE TROUBLE WE HAD THREE YEARS AGO, RIGHT?

OH.

I REALLY WONDER...

... IS RIO SERIOUS ABOUT YOU?

MAYBE THIS IS HOW SHE FEEL BACK THEN AS WELL...

HUM?
Well, you know her. I just thought she was fooling around.

Well, um...

Ah... With Rio, she talks a big game, but it's just to hide her real feelings.

She's actually really wet behind the ears. She isn't fooling with you.

Jeez, you didn't notice? Usually you're not this thick.

How does it feel to have two older women who are crazy about you?

I'm crazy about you, of course!
ALTHOUGH KNOWING HER, SHE'S PROBABLY OFF TRAINING SOMEWHERE, SO I'M NOT TOO WORRIED.

YEAH.

REALM?

RIO-SAN DIDN'T SHOW UP TODAY? AGAIN?

GIGA MAX

BY THE WAY, RYOMA-KUN...

UH...

YES?

WHO, ME? I'M JUST YOUR PROPER EVERYDAY HOUSEWIFE...

BUT... EVEN YOU CAME ON TO ME!

YOU'RE... YOU'RE TELLING ME THAT NOW?!

I WARNED YOU ABOUT THIS WHEN I MET YOU.

"THIS IS A WORKPLACE FOR WOMEN KEEP IT UNDER CONTROL."
YOU MEAN ... I HAVE TO?

YOU'RE AT THE CENTER OF THIS ONE!

I'LL LEAVE THIS WHOLE RIO THING TO YOU.

WELL, THAT ASIDE ...

HUH? NOW WHAT?

IF YOU

PLEASE!

WOULD,

LOTSA LUCK!

WELL, I'LL LEAVE HER A MESSAGE, AT LEAST

LOOKS LIKE RIO-SAN ISN'T GONNA ANSWER

I CAN'T BELIEVE IT...
MAYBE I'LL WAIT HERE FOR A BIT.

YOU'LL COME BACK, RIO-SAN...

DING-DONG

DING-DONG

IS SHE PRETENDING TO BE OUT? WHERE WOULD SHE GO?

HMM...

WHAT THE?!

Y-bii!

AND I HAVEN'T BEEN ABLE TO GET A HOLD OF RIO-SAN...

IT'S BEEN A WEEK NOW.
WHAT'S Brought YOU HERE AT THIS HOUR?

IN ANY CASE, COME IN.

I'D BEEN BORED THIS EVENING.

SORRY I KNOW IT'S LATE

I JUST LIM...

I'M PLEASED YOU WANTED TO MEET WITH ME

SO WHAT IS IT?

OKAY, JUST A LITTLE

CARE FOR A DRINK?
It's an honor that you would come to me instead of Izunokami or one of your GigaMax friends.

Oh?

I haven't even figured out how to solve this thing, and here I am asking the enemy for help.

What am I even trying to do?

Oh, Lim...

It's not that...

Too bad, then.

You're worried over Katsura Rio.

In exchange, I'll be taking my payment.

How did you know it was Rio-san?!

I'd surmised as much from that match recently.

She may be from an opposing group, but we're all Jipang wrestlers.

As the leader, I shall entertain your concerns.
NO!

THAT... I...

THAT'S NOT WHAT THIS SEEMS TO BE SAYING, WITH HOW HARD IT IS.

N-NO! STOP!

THAT... THAT'S NOT WHY I CAME HERE!

AOI-SAN!

OF COURSE!

ARE YOU REALLY SO CONCERNED ABOUT RIO?

AND I'M SURE SHE'S BEEN IN YOUR ARMS ANY NUMBER OF TIMES.

Rio-san is one of Gigamax's main members.

SHE'S AN IMPORTANT TAG PARTNER FOR JUSTICE!
... but rather, her fight as a wrestler!

As the manager, what you should be worried about is not your relationship with Rio.

Her... fight?

If you're the number one women's wrestling fan, do you feel satisfied with how Tiger Cat fights?
As it stands, she's nothing but a tiger without fangs!

She is far from realizing her true power!

I'm not...

And one of those things within her...

May be yourself.

To show this grand fight, she needs to fix that within herself is lacking.

The purpose of a fighter is to serve their audience by showing the best fight possible.

That is where Rio is lost.
I've been waiting for you.

Wait here.

Visitor? Who could it be?

I hope they don't find me here...

Where have I heard that voice before?

It must be fate...

Ryoma!
ROUND28 END
NUMBER ONE IN MY HEART IS JUSTICE ASUKA, WHO I KNOW AS SANAЕ-SAN.

AH!

AHN!

THERE'S NO DOUBT THAT SANAЕ-SAN AND I ARE AN OFFICIAL COUPLE.

BUT AS THE MANAGER, I'VE ALSO BECOME INVOLVED WITH SEVERAL OTHER WOMEN.

YES! THAT'S GOOD, RYOMA-KUN!
NOO! I CAN’T TAKE IT ANYMORE, RYOMA!

Ah!

Haa!

Haa!

WHEN YOU COME AT HER FROM BEHIND, SHE LETS OUT THIS VOICE YOU’D NEVER EXPECT OF HER. IT’S A LOT OF FUN.

AND THERE’S LINDA-SAN FROM TEAM MUSTANG.

IF I’M NOT CAREFUL, SHE’LL SMOTHER ME WITH THAT VOLUPTUOUS, OVERWHELMING BODY OF HERS...

HEH HEH...

HEY RYOMA! COME ON!
AND THEN MY HUSBAND SAID...

HEY! ARE YOU LISTENING, RYOMA-KUN?

LIM... YES...

WE HAVE OUR ONLY MARRIED MEMBER, VIOLENCE ROSE WHO I KNOW AS SAEKO-SAN. WHENEVER SHE'S FIGHTING WITH HER HUSBAND, SHE'S ALWAYS GOT ME STRADDLED AS I LISTEN TO HER COMPLAINTS.

AND THERE'S ALSO KIRINO-SAN, WHO'S MADE HER DEBUT BOTH IN THE RING AND IN BED. MAYBE THAT'S WHY SHE ALWAYS LIKES IT ROUGHER THAN SHE SAYS SHE DOES.

IT'S NOT THAT I WANNA GET OFF OR ANYTHING...

I JUST... LIM...
OR YURI-CHAN, WHOSE FATHER IS SLIGHTLY TERRIFYING...

PAPA SAYS THAT HE WANTS AN HEIR VERY SOON!

RYOMA-SAMA...

TOMOE IS GETTING VERY ANTSY DOWN HERE...

AND LET'S NOT FORGET TOMOE-CHAN, THE ONLY DAUGHTER OF JIPANG'S FOUNDER...

I DIDN'T THINK THAT IT WOULD HAVE SUCH BROAD REPERCUSSIONS ON EVERYTHING ELSE I DO.

I'D HAVE TO SAY THAT AS A MANAGER, MY HORIZONS HAVE CERTAINLY BROADENED RECENTLY, BUT...
I SHOULD BE ASKING YOU THAT...

RYOMA...

WHY ARE YOU HERE?

YOU’VE BEEN SLEEPING WITH DARKNESS?!

YOU BASTARD!

HOW AM I GETTING IT WRONG?!

N-NO! YOU'RE GETTING IT WRONG!

OKAY, FINE! I WON'T MAKE ANY EXCUSES!

THE TRUTH IS...

ROUND: 29
THIS IS YOUR BELOVED RYOMA.

SHOW HIM YOUR TRUE SELF.

QUIT IT...

SOOTHE YOUR ANGER, RIO...

RIO... SANP?

SHE MAY BE A FEROCIOUS TIGER IN THE RING, BUT ONCE YOU UNMASK HER, YOU'LL FIND SHE'S A VERY DIRTY KITTY INDEED!

LUNGH...

NO...

HEH... TAKE A GOOD LOOK, RYOMA.
WHAT ARE YOU DOING TO RIO-SAN?!

AH...

RIO HAS HAD TOO MUCH BUILDING INSIDE HER...

I'VE DONE NOTHING JUST EXCISED HER OF THE ROT A LITTLE I'VE SHOWN HER THE BASICS.

HAA...

HAA...

THE ANGUISH WITHIN HER HAS BECOME A POISON. THIS ROT HAS EATEN INTO HER BODY AND SOUL AND HER MATCHES REFLECT THIS.

WITH A LITTLE SUPPORT, SHE CAN EASILY BE HEALED.

AH...

AND NO MAN COULD RESIST THEM NOW.

AH...

LOOK AT HER JUICES.

THE ROT HAS THICKENED THEM...
MAKING ME DIZZY...
IT'S DEFINITELY

WHAT DO YOU THINK, RYOMA?

NO... RYOMA!

DON'T LOOK!

I'VE CAUGHT HER SCENT ...

THIS IS INCREDIBLE!

TAKE IN HER JUICES ...

THE SCENT WOULD DRIVE A MAN MAD, WOULDN'T IT?
Ryoma

That was so dirty, Rio-san... 😢

Gkk!

I couldn't help myself.

Aren't you happy?

Look, Rio.

That filthy scent of yours has driven Ryoma wild.

Ah!

Ah!

Ah!

Aaaaah!

Huaaggh!

D:

D:
Aoi-san!

But...

Is this part of some kind of plan?

Why?

The two of you may use this room tonight.

Enjoy yourselves until the morning.

Why are you letting us stay here?

Does Aoi-san...

Have the two of us in the palm of her hand?

Aoi-san!

Do your part as the manager.

It's for the better for both of us.

Don't overthink it.
Knock Knock

Am I making a total fool of myself?

That jerk... does he even notice how I feel?

Haaa!

Damn...

I was trying to forget about him...

But...
YOU'RE... KIRINO, RIGHT? STILL HERE TRAINING THIS LATE? ISN'T THAT NICE?

WHAT THE HELL?

WHAT UP!

WELL, ANYWAY, RYOMA SAID I COULD COME HERE WHENEVER I WANT.

WELL, ANYWAY, RYOMA SAID I COULD COME HERE WHENEVER I WANT.

WELL, I GUESS FOR YOU GUYS, YOU CALL HIM "MANAGER." HUH?

OH, I'M SO SCARED!

GOT SOMETHIN' I NEEDED TO SEE RYOMA ABOUT.

SO WHERE IS HE?

WHAT?

SO WHAT DO YOU CALL HIM, THEN?!!

RIGHT?

HEH!

WHAT A DUMB QUESTION!

LIKE I'D TELL!

SOUNDS LIKE YOU'RE GETTING AWFUL FAMILIAR WITH OUR MANAGER!

"RYOMA." HUH?
HE'S NOT HERE TODAY! GO HOME!

Owww!

YO RYOMA! YOU IN HERE?

Owww, that's all it took, huh?

I GUESS THE SHINSENGUMI CAN'T TAKE THE HEAT!

THE HELL ARE YOU DOING?!

THAT HURT!
OH YEAH?!

YOU WANNA START SOMETHIN'?!?

OH REALLY!

LOOKS LIKE YOU BOTTOM-FEEDERS ARE ROTTEN FROM THE INSIDE OUT!

WE MIGHT BE AN OPENING ACT, BUT WE'VE GOT A HELL OF A LOT MORE EXPERIENCE THAN YOU!

YOU DON'T KNOW YOUR PLACE, BRAT!

WELL WELL, WHAT HAVE WE HERE?
YOU'RE STILL HERE?

TOMOE-SAN! YURI!

I HOPE YOU WON'T MIND IF WE LEAD A HAND.

IT'S THIS MONTH'S NAMARI!

WE WERE CHECKING OUT A MANGA AFTER WE TOOK OUR SHOWERS...

LUGH, NOT THAT RAG.

Yeah, just a helping hand!

OH, THERE YOU ARE, YUMI!

HNGH!

MAYBE YOU COULD REPEAT THAT ONE MORE TIME?

DID I HEAR YOU BOASTING ABOUT SOMETHING EARLIER?

THE DECK'S STACKED AGAINST ME NOW.

SHIT!

THREE ON ONE.

AND BY THE WAY...
FEELS LIKE EVERYONE'S SPOILING FOR A FIGHT...

WHAT THE?

OKIDA! HI-CHAN!

FINE! YOU GUYS AREN'T GETTLIN' AWAY!

YOU REALLY PISSED US OFF THIS TIME!

ALRIGHT THEN, WE CAN SETTLE THIS ON THE MAT!
Can't say I admired how you handled that.

I thought you might enjoy it as the sponsor.

Oh really?

Know anywhere good?

I could go for that.

It's probably too late to get something to eat.

Care for some coffee?
You're going all the way in!

It's hitting me all the way inside!

It's so different than normal!

I can't believe how I look right now!

Ahh-Ahh!
YOU'RE SQUEEZING THE LIFE OUT OF ME, RIO-SAN!

AAAH!

YOU CAME SO MUCH!

HAAA!
RIO-SAN is running wild today...

But even then...

Look how she's clinging to me!

Every time... I'm almost there, but I can't come...

 Fuck! This isn't working...

And I can feel her pussy pulsing...
I WANT YOU, RYOMA!

I WANT YOU ALL TO MYSELF!

I'M BEGGING YOU!

I... I CAN'T LIVE WITHOUT YOU!

RIO-SAN?!

BUT I...

I CAN'T PUT UP WITH IT ANYMORE!

BUT... STILL!

I GET IT! I KNOW YOU BELONG TO SANAE!

I KNOW!

AND YOU KNOW WHAT...

I DON'T CARE WHAT IT TAKES...

EVEN IF I HAVE TO STEAL YOU FROM HER, I WANT TO MAKE YOU MINE!

I WILL!
WHO GIVES A SHIT?!

WHO THE FUCK CARES ABOUT SANAEG?!

OR GIGA-MAX, FOR THAT MATTER?!

IT WOULD RUIN EVERYTHING BETWEEN YOU AND SANAEG!

I CAN'T DO IT!

WHAT WOULD HAPPEN TO GIGA-MAX?

ARE YOU TELLING ME I CAN'T TAKE WHAT I WANT?!

WHAT ABOUT ME?!

I'VE ALWAYS BEEN HOLDING MY TONGUE AND WAITING!

LIRSH ...

RIO-SAN ...
I WON'T LET SANAË STEAL THE SPOTLIGHT FOREVER!

SHUT UP!

I'M STRONG ENOUGH TO TAKE ON DARKNESS MYSELF!

I UNDERSTAND NOW YOU FEEL, BUT...

THIS IS THE WORST TIME IN THE SEASON TO DO THIS! YOU HAVE TO WORK WELL WITH SANAË-SAN!

I'LL BEAT SANAË...

AND THEN I'LL...

ONLY ONE OF US CAN DEFEAT DARKNESS!

AND I'M GONNA BE THAT PERSON!
TAKE YOOOOOU!
My mind went completely blank...

Huh?

I don't remember a thing...

DID...

DID I SAY SOMETHING?

Nothing, really...

Oh...

Okay...

Okay...
And just what were you up to?

Rio!

Hey hey.

For the first time in a while, Rio-san showed her face at the gym.

Everyone greeted her with their usual smiles.

Things pretty much got back to normal.

But...

Something seems to have changed, if only a little.
TO BE HONEST, RIO-SAN'S ISSUES STILL WEIGH ON MY MIND, WHAT WITH AOI-SAN GETTING INVOLVED.

BUT IN ANY CASE, NOW THAT RIO-SAN'S IS BACK IN GIGAMAX, I COULD PUT ONE IN THE WIN COLUMN. THAT GAVE ME THE CONFIDENCE TO PHYSICALLY SATISFY SANAÉ-SAN, WHICH I HADN'T BEEN ABLE TO DO LATELY.

YES!

ROUND: 30
I have to express this to her physically!

It's been so long since I've been able to get drunk on Sanae-san without any worries of my own.

That's good!

She gently envelops me with her body...

Aaah!

Yes!

Nothing would please me more as the manager than being able to relieve her worries.

Aaah!

Aaah!
AND WHAT AN INCREDIBLE BODY SHE HAS!

NO MATTER HOW MANY TIMES I COME, I ALWAYS HUNGER FOR MORE...

I APOLOGIZE TO ALL THE JUSTICE FANS OUT THERE, BUT HAVING HER ALL TO MYSELF GIVES ME A REAL FEELING OF SUPERIORITY.

IT ACTUALLY JUST TURNS ME ON ALL THE MORE.
JUST FOR A SWEET, SOLITARY MOMENT, I CAN FORGET ALL ABOUT BEING THE MANAGER...
PING PING HNGH!

HEY!

OHH!

SHIT!
AND NOW, AS WE APPROACH THE MIDDLE OF THE SEASON...

IT'S THE CROSS-JIPANG ACE TAG BATTLE.

LINDA HALLOWEEN
JUSTICE-ASUKA

THE CONTESTANTS FOUND THEMSELVES OVERWHELMED BY SOME OF THE BRIGHTEST STARS IN WOMEN'S WRESTLING.

JUSTICE-SENPAI'S STRENGTH IS ABSOLUTELY INCREDIBLE...

AMAZING...

I WANT TO BE A WRESTLER LIKE HER SOME DAY!

THE MATCHES WERE ALL PRETTY ONE-SIDED AND IT SEEMED LIKE THINGS WERE WRAPPING UP.
May be if I did, he'd pay a little more attention to me...

Let's interview our winners!

First let's ask Justice Asuka! How did you feel about that match, looking back at it?

Thank you!
YOU! JUSTICE ASUKA!

MY NEXT FIGHT...

OKAY?

NO QUESTION ASKED!

HOLD ON...

LINDA-GAN?!

LINDA WHAT ARE YOU!

WHAT?
OOGH!

NOW!

GOKU!

YOU FIGHT...

OKAY?

JUSTICE!
IF YOU WANT A FIGHT, YOU'VE GOT IT!

FINE, THEN!

I CAN'T WAIT FOR NEXT MATCH!

NOW THAT THE JUSTICE I KNOW!
WILL IT BE AN EYE FOR AN EYE REVENGE MATCH?!

WILL YOU ALLOW THOSE TWO TO FIGHT?!

CHIEF ISUNOKAMI!

IZUNOKAMISAN!

IT HAS NOTHING TO DO WITH JIPANG.

WHAT'S THAT? LINDA HALLOWEEN JOINING ACT'S TEAM?

OF COURSE NOT THIS IS JUST A PERSONAL STRUGGLE BETWEEN THEM.
However, if a battle between the two of them would please our fans...

I may consider setting up such a match.
GOOD EVENING!

HEEY, RYOMA!

WHAT ON EARTH?

IS LINDA-SAN UP TO?

YES, YES! NO PROBLEM!

WAIT A SECOND, LINDA-SAN!

OHAYO, OKAY!

DON'T WORRY! COME ON RYOMA!

WHAT HAPPENED TODAY?!
NO! NOT THIS TIME!
I JUST CAME TO TALK TO YOU!

RYOMA HERE FOR DATE, RIGHT?

ARE YOU TAKING OFF YOUR CLOTHES?!

UNTIL YOU TELL ME WHAT'S GOING ON, LINDA-SAN!

I WON'T BUDGE ONE SINGLE INCH...

WAIT!

IF YOU NOT MOVE THEN I JUST WORK HARDER!

THAT'S NOT WHAT I MEANT AT ALL!

YAAY! NOW RYOMA WILL BE MINE FOREVER!

STOP!

AHH!

LINDA-SAAAN!

WAAAH!

LINDA-SAAAN!
LINDA-SAN!

I'M NOT KIDDING!

ME NEITHER!

WHERE BODY AND HEART BECOME ONE...

THAT IS BEST PLACE FOR SERIOUS MATTERS.

RYOMA...

IN AMERICA, WE TALK ABOUT IMPORTANT THING IN BED.

ROGER THAT...

OKAY?

WHAT?

DO AS YOU PLEASE, THEN.
AND YOUR BOOBS, LINDA-SAN...

AH...

THEY'RE GONNA SQUEEZE ME FLAT!

OOOH! RYOMA'S BIG PENIS...

VERY HOT! THE GREATEST!

OOH...

DELICIOUS...

OAAHHH!
OH JESUS!

WOO!
OOH ...

RYOMA THE BEST!

OH MY GOD ...

OHH!

AHH!
OHH!
RYOMA!
WHOOOA!
I... I...
ALMOST THERE!
WAAAAHH!
OOH!
NAH!

COME ON, LINDA!

TELL ME WHAT THAT WAS TODAY!

YOU PROMISED!

WHAT?
IS IT BECAUSE THERE'S BEEN SOME KIND OF DISPUTE BETWEEN THE TWO OF YOU?

THERE ARE RUMORS THAT YOU HAVE A SECRET AGREEMENT WITH JIPANG... WITH AOP'S TEAM! CAN YOU TELL US THE TRUTH?

MISS LINDA!

YOUR COMMENT ABOUT YOUR FIGHT WITH JUSTICE, PLEASE!

THEN... LIM... WHERE ARE YOU GOING NOW?!

NO NO! I ONLY FIGHT FOR JUSTICE!

SECRET TRAINING FOR WHEN I FIGHT JUSTICE!

JUSTICE REALLY STRONG!

SO I WANT TO FIGHT JUSTICE!
"It's just a match," says justice!

They're twisting it.

Hey, look! Did you two see the sports page this morning?

What could Linda-san be planning?
NO PRESS IN HERE WHILE WE'RE TRAINING!
I SAID IT AT THE BEGINNING, DIDN'T I?

THE HELL OUT!

BEEK! WE'RE SORRY!

HE'S MISSED ANOTHER DAY...

THE MANAGER IS SUPPOSED TO DEAL WITH THE PRESS!

WHAT, DID THE TWO OF THEM ELOPE OR SOMETHING?

UGGH THEY'RE SO OBNOXIOUS WHERE DID THE MANA... WHERE THE HELL IS RIOMA?!

WELL IT'S NOT LIKE I'M NOT GOING TO TALK SOME SENSE INTO LINDA THE DAY BEFORE YESTERDAY!

DON'T HE SAY HE WAS GOING OUT TO TALK SOME SENSE INTO LINDA THE DAY BEFORE YESTERDAY?

ALRIGHT, ALRIGHT!

I DON'T KNOW WHAT LINDA SAID, BUT LET US CONCENTRATE ON PRACTICE!

REALLY? YOU CAN'T GET HIM ON THE PHONE EITHER!

OH, THANKS SENPAI!
OH! NO!

HE, UM... HE WOULDN'T ABANDON HIS DUTY!

FINE, FINE...

SURELY IT'S NOT WEIGHING ON HIM SO HEAVILY THAT HE'D CONSIDER... WELL...

WAIT! WHAT ARE YOU TWO

NO! YOU GUYS ARE ALL WRONG!

SURELY IT'S NOT WEIGHING ON HIM SO HEAVILY THAT HE'D CONSIDER... WELL...

DO YOU THINK ABOUT THIS THING?

HE'S NOT ONE FOR HALF-MEASURES, RYOMA-KUN...

WELL, I SUPPOSE THAT'S A LITTLE MORE LIKELY THAN HIM ELOPING...

BUT Y'KNOW, HE LOVES THIS JOB SO MUCH THAT THE INCIDENT WITH LINDA-GAN PROBABLY REALLY HURT HIM.

OOF, TAKING IT RATHER SERIOUSLY, AREN'T WE, KIRI-CHAN?

DID I STRIKE A NERVE?

OF COURSE! THAT'S TOO ABSURD TO EVEN THINK ABOUT!

NO, WAIT, LIKE THAT WOULD EVER HAPPEN...
I'm not worried... if Linda wants to fight me, I'll accept the challenge!

Linda, obviously! Don't play dumb!

That's all there is to it.

What about Ryoma?

Knowing Ryoma-kun, I think he has the situation well in hand.

Hah! She's not gonna boil him alive and eat him!

I imagine Linda just kidnapped him.

It doesn't bug you?

All I can do is prepare myself for the match with Linda.

She's no pushover, I can tell you that.
HOLD ON A SECOND, LINDA!

FOR PRO WRESTLER, WHEN YOU WANT TO FIGHT, YOU FORGET ABOUT STEALING OR CONFRONTATION...

I KNOW YOU UNDERSTAND.

TIGER CAT...

WHAT THE HELL WAS ALL THAT IN THE RING JUST NOW?!

THERE ONLY ONE THING IN MY HEART RIGHT NOW!

RULES? NO!
FRIENDS? NO!
I WANT TO FIGHT!

HURH?!

OH... WHAT?

RIO!

YOU GOT AWFUL QUIET JUST THEN.

SOMETHING HAPPEN?

RIO!

RIOOO!!

FIGHT JUSTICE!
IF YOU KEEP RUNNING YOUR MOUTH OFF, YOU'RE GONNA GET ANOTHER HOUR OF BRIDGING!

C'MON, EVEN I GOT STUFF I GOTTA THINK ABOUT!

NAH.

RRRK!

OH?

NOTHIN' REALLY.
SO THIS IS LINDA-SAN’S SECRET TRAINING...

SHE’S DOING ZEN MEDITATION?!

NOT TOTTERING ABOUT IN TURMOIL, LIKE YOURSELF.

GAZE WELL UPON THAT FACE... NOT AN OUNCE OF SORROW, AND HER HEART IS AT PEACE.

OH! FATHER!

NOW JUST HOW DID A FOREIGNER REACH SUCH A STATE OF THOUGHTLESS CALM?
THE SOUL AT WAR...

HER SPIRIT IS VERY STRONG. SHE WISHES TO KNOW OF THE CHARACTER OF THE JAPANESE SOUL AT WAR.

BUSTY BLONDE BEAUTY. THOUGH SHE IS...

WAIT... BUSTY?

GIGA MAX

Indeed.

COFAFAFAFAFA...

MAYBE BECAUSE YOU LIKE MY BOOBS SO MUCH?

OO-OH!

FEEL FREE TO COME BACK WHENEVER YOU WISH.

GOODBYE, FATHER!

THANK YOU!

WAHAHA!

THEY'RE NOT SO BAD!

GIGA MAX
I'M REALLY IMPRESSED!

ON THE CONTRARY, I'M THRILLED TO SEE A NEW SIDE OF YOU, LINDA-SAN!

YOU TIRED AFTER FOLLOW ME ALL THE WAY OUT HERE?

SORRY RYOMA!

I LOVE RYOMA AND ALL JAPANESE PEOPLE!

I LIKE JAPAN, RYOMA! JAPANESE FOOD, BOOZE, AND GAME!

OH, NOT AT ALL!

HAHA! WELL THANK YOU!

JAPAN IS VERY BEAUTIFUL ... 

JAPAN IS PEACEFUL ... AND ...
But... why?!

You're being called to war, Linda-san?!

America in very long war right now.

Ryoma...

Me in reserves... second lieutenant.

Ooh...

America soldier can't say no!

And now I get called up.

It top secret!

Sorry!

Why? Why does this have to...

Linda-san... why?

How could this...

But...

Then... where are you going?!
AND JUSTICE VERY STRONG!

I COME TO JAPAN TO FIND STRONG WRESTLER...

IT GREAT HONOR TO FIGHT FOR MY COUNTRY.

BUT... BUT...

I HAPPY TO MEET HER!

I GIVE IT MY BEST!

SO I HAVE NO REGRET!

I WANT JUSTICE FOR LAST FIGHT!

JUST ONE TIME!

LINDA-SAN...

YOU UNDERSTAND ME NOW?

RYOMA...

RYOMA PLEASE DON'T CRY.
MAKO-SAN!

WAIT...

HUUH?

I'M FINE! I JUST CAME TO CHECK THAT YOU WERE STILL AROUND. THAT'S ALL.

MAKING SURE? OF WHAT?

WELL... ANYWAY, COME ON IN.

YOU CAN DROP BY ANYTIME...

YOU'RE STILL ALIVE, MANAGER?

I'M JUST MAKIN' SURE...
I can't tell you how nice it is to see you come by...

Things have been rough lately...

Sorry, whoa! You idiot!

Don't surprise me like that!

I feel like my chest would split open if I were just here by myself.
OH REALLY...

BUT EVEN SO...

MM...

IT'S A LITTLE SAD THAT THIS IS THE ONLY WAY I CAN THINK OF TO COMFORT YOU.

MMF...

MM...

MM...
I'm not the kind of person who's ready with a thoughtful word.

Maybe I could make him something nice to eat, but I don't know how to do that either.

Hey...

I won't ask you what happened, but...

Now!

MM... "Oh..."

Did you feel that?

Mmmhm...

I'll cuddle with you to get you feeling better again.
I'm getting chills too.

Okay.

Do me too.

Mmm!

HLUA

Ngh!

Mmm!

You know.
THANKS, KIRIKO-SAN! YOU'RE VERY KIND!

YEAH, A LITTLE BIT...

DID THAT CHEER YOU UP A BIT?

DON'T GET ANY WEIRD IDEAS!

WHAT?

IT'S JUST BECAUSE YOU WERE MAKING THAT SAD PUPPY-DOG FACE!

AND ANYWAY, IT LOOKS LIKE YOU NEED A LITTLE MORE COMFORTING...

AAH!

NINGH!

AHH!

NOW THEN...

OKAY, IF YOU WOULD...
JEEZ, WHAT'S WITH YOU?

YOU SAID YOU'RE HAVING ROUGH TIMES... THEN WHY ARE YOU SO HARD?

IT'S SO BIG!

I KNOW I'M TRYING TO COMFORT YOU...

ALREADY...

BUT I'M...
AND FROM THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA... FROM TEAM MUSTANG...
LINDA HALLOWEEN!
ROUND 31 END
THIS IS A FIGHT THAT'S GOING TO GO DOWN IN JIPANG HISTORY!
Bathed in the brilliant white spotlight, the ring became a battlefield.

These two mighty Panthers...

Showed the world their peak potential as they engaged in this epic clash.
Marvel at the flying, glittering sweat!

Behold! The dancing of forged, tempered flesh!

The fans were drunk on the fight.

And even those of us who were there to watch over them felt a little... well...

I kinda feel like...

Is it really okay if we just stand by and watch?

Hey!
YOU SHOULD GO DOWN THERE!

WHATSOEVER SHALL WE DO, RYOMA-SAMA?

HURGH!

WHAT'LL WE DO, RYOMAKUN?!

HUMP!

GO DOWN TO THE RINGSIDE!

THE THREE OF YOU SHOULD CHEER THEM ON!

Ah...

SHOUT YOUR HEARTS OUT!

Okay!

OH... YEAH...

RIO!

LINDA-SAN!

JU-SICE!
Gah!

Giga Max

I'm going now.

Gotta cheer 'em on.

This is no time to be shy. Come on!

Hehe.

Why won't my legs move?!

What the fuck?!

Shit!

What's stopping me from joining them?!
DO YOUR BEST, JUSTICE!
C'MON, JUSTICE! FIGHT!

JUSSSSSSSSSICE!

LINDA-SAAAAN!

FIGHT ON, LINDA!

OKAY!
C'MON!

OKAY!

[Comic panels with characters engaged in a conversation and a match in the background.]
I'LL GO TAKE A LOOK!
FINE.
BAH!
Ow!
The hell! You don't right? Go right!
LINDA!

SANAЕ SAN!
Ooh... you!
Justice very strong!

Hey, Linda...
Which one of us won again?

Monster?

No, I beaten to pulp too!

No way! You're way better than me!

I'm practically in pieces here...

Hahaha!

Dffft!

Hahaha!

Wait a second, where's Ryoma-kun?!

Maiden?

What that supposed to mean?

カハハ!
It's a tad early to kick up this much of a fuss...

Mister Manager Extraordinary!
Hah... I must say, justice has amused me.

Truth be told, it was a good match.

I wouldn't have thought Aoi-san would ever praise how justice fought.

Huh?

The show is not yet finished...

Can you afford to rest on your heels?

!!

And you've done well to arrange this match between Linda and Justice.
AT ANY RATE, THE TWO OF US SHOULD HAVE THE SAME OBJECTIVE.

WHY WOULD I...

LINDA-SAN WANTED TO FIGHT JUSTICE! IT WAS HER WISH AND NO ONE ELSE'S!

I THOUGHT YOU MAY HAVE BEEN PLOTTING THIS ON BEHALF OF JIPANG.

OHH, DID SHE NOW?

I CAN'T. I HAVE TO STAY BY JUSTICE AND LINDA'S SIDE!

SHALL WE GO GET SOME COFFEE?

WE'LL SPEAK ON THIS FURTHER.

OBJECTIVE?

THE SAME...

I WON'T SAY IT AGAIN.

VERY WELL.
I CAN'T REFUSE HER!

WHY DOES SHE SLEEP WITH ME?

TO BE HONEST, I REALLY DON'T UNDERSTAND AOI-SAN.
Is it because I'm Giganax's manager?

What do you...?!?

You're a hasty one.

What I have to say isn't bad for you or for Giganax.

Wipe that Mopy look off your face.

Maf!

Or is it because I'm so close to Sange-san?

Good things come to those who wait, do they not?

Maf!

Yeah...

I guess in this kind of situation, as pitiful as it is, instinct takes over.

Is she expecting something from me?
The one thing I know is...

Even when we do this, Aoi-san has something else on her mind.

In the throes of passion, she feels like a different person than the Aoi-san who never lets her guard down.

Just touching skin like this, Aoi-san seems like a normal woman...
I get the feeling that her gaze has turned to the future and not this moment of pleasure.

Even in the heat of the moment, the variables dance in her head.

When you kiss me and nuzzle up to me like that... I can't take it!

I want you! I can't resist you.

And by being here, I become involved with her plans.

But role will I play in them?
DO I DETECT YOUR TRUE MOTIVE NOW?

QUIET!

SO THEN...

AH...
AAAH!

WHOA!

YOUR PUSSY IS AMAZING, AOI-SAN!

IT'S REALLY TIGHT OUTSIDE, BUT...

IT'S SO WET AND HOT INSIDE!
FUCK ME FROM BEHIND LIKE A DOG!

WAIT.

FROM BEHIND.

I WANT TO DO IT...

O-KAY... HERE I GO...

AHH- HH!!
Ah!

Aah!

That line from her back to her butt is so pretty.

Aggggh!

Yes!

Go harder!

Deeper!

Ah!

Aah!

It's turning me on!

Haa!

Ngh!

Ah!

It's nice to do it from behind, but...
I want her in my arms when I come!

What are you doing?!
A woman as sentimental as her needs someone at her back!

That shall be your role within my plan!

You must push Rio forward!
They called it the match of the century. It's been two weeks since Justice and Linda battled.

So she's left...

Yeah.

Yeah, you're right.

No one alive would tangle with her!

Well, I'm sure she'll be fine!

Round: 33
Alright, I'm comin'!

RIO!

Well, why don't we start heading home?

Something seems to be bugging Rio recently...

Jeez!

I asked you a question! Where do you want to go next?

Huh?

Oh! Y-yes?

Aoi-san said, Rio needs someone at her back, but I wonder what I could do.

Um... where's a good place to eat around here?

Ow! That sounds like an idea!
YOU THINK THE MATCH SCHEDULE COULD CHANGE AT THIS POINT? THIS IS THE MAIN EVENT WE'RE TALKING ABOUT!

Yeah, yeah! I know it's a big request! Just c'mon, do me a favor!

Forget it!

What are ya, the friggin' Ice Queen? Don't tell me you didn't feel anything when you saw that last match!

That was a long time ago.

We used to be a HellLyva tag team back in the day! You can pull some strings for me!

At any rate, even if I was a wrestler in the past, my position now is to administer Jinhong.

Ugh... You can't see logic, can you?

Gimme a chance to fight Justice!

My job is to put a stop to any wrestler-led stupidity like this!

She's ignited the fighting spirit in my own heart! And nothing will soothe that inferno until Justice lies beaten!
WHAT ARE YOU DOING?!

RRGHT...

I REMEMBER HOW CUTE MY LITTLE AYAKA WAS IN THE SACK.

HAH!

LETS ME GO!

OOAAGH!

YES, THIS IS IZUKOAH. WHAT IS IT?

OH! CHIEF! YOU HAVE A VISITOR.

WHAT...

STOP IT!

AND WHO'S THE ONE WHO SHOWED THIS STUBBORN LITTLE GIRL THE ROPES?

STILL THE SAME STICK-IN-THE-MUD, AREN'T CHA?
YOU SHOULD HAVE HEARD HOW HAPPY IZUNOKAMI-SAMA WAS.

OH YES, AND HOLD MY CALLS WHEN I'M MEETING WITH OUR VISITOR.

TELL THEM I'LL SEE THEM SOON.

SHE'LL SEE YOU RIGHT AWAY.

NO, NO...

BUT ANYWAY, SHE'S A REAL STICKLER FOR TIME, SO I GOTA GET...

USUALLY HER VOICE IS SO COOL AND STRICT, BUT THIS TIME IT WAS REALLY SWEET.

YOU'RE AMAZING IF YOU'VE MANAGED TO REEL HER IN THAT MUCH!

HER VOICE CHANGED THE SECOND SHE HEARD YOUR NAME.
I don't think so! You're not cuttin' any corners here, buddy!

Ahn... no!

Don't rub me there! I'm gonna...

That's rough!

You're gonna make me come!

Roger that?

Thick-headed Lumax

Tsh!

F*ckin' Ayaka!

Is he the visitor?

Wasn't that guy...

Justice's manager?

You're late!
HOW DARE HE WASTE MY TIME WHILE MY LIONS GATHER IN ANTICIPATION!

I... I APOLOGIZE COMPLETELY!

I'LL HAVE YOU KNOW I KEEP TO A STRICT SCHEDULE!

... HAD TO TAKE A MOMENT TO COMPOSE MY APPEARANCE!

PERHAPS YOU CAN EXPLAIN, IN FULL.

WE ARE ACQUAINTED, AFTER ALL.

FINE, THEN.

MANAGER HAMAZAKI!

AH, RYOMA...

YOUR EXCUSES ARE GETTING BETTER.

THE REASON FOR YOUR TARDINESS.

YOU ALMOST HAD ME FOOLED.
THE DOG MUST BE PUNISHED FOR ITS TRANSGRESSION!

NO WAY!

LICK ME!

HUH?

NOW YOU'VE GONE AND DON'T!!

I MAY NOT BE YOUR MEAK LITTLE PUPPY TODAY!

I WON'T TOLERATE SUCH DEFiance FROM THE MOUTH OF A DOG!

WHAT DO YOU THINK YOU'RE...
THE TABLES ARE GONNA TURN THIS TIME!

THE DOG WILL STRIKE AT THE MASTER!

WHAT KIND OF FOOLISHNESS IS THIS?!

YOU COULDN'T POSSIBLY THINK...

THAT YOU'LL GET AWAY WITH THIS!

SILENCE, IF YOU PLEASE, MASTER!

VERY GOOD.

ALL THE WAY DOWN YOUR THROAT

MOVE YOUR TONGUE ALONG THE SIDE.

URGH!

NGH!

NGH!
YES... DRINK UP EVERY LAST BIT LEFT OVER...

THERE, GOOD JOB!

UHHRRNNGH!

SWALLOW EVERY DROP, NOW!

OKAY... HERE IT COMES.

I THINK TEARING UP YOUR PANTY-HOSE WOULD BE IN KEEPING WITH THE MOOD.

AHH... HURRY!

FASTER, RYOMA!

AHH...

AH...

AH...
Kinda workin' on me, too...

Look how he's goin' at her! He's got Ayaka begging.

He's packin' a helluva thing there.

That manager...

How's it feel to be ravished by a dog?

Good!

So good!
WHAT THE HELL IS THIS? HERE SHE IS, HAVING OFFICE SEX IN BROAD DAYLIGHT WITH THE MANAGER OF AN ENEMY TEAM!

WHAT THE HELL IS THIS? HERE SHE IS, HAVING OFFICE SEX IN BROAD DAYLIGHT WITH THE MANAGER OF AN ENEMY TEAM!

CHRIST, AYAKA...

GAAH! THEY'RE STARTING AGAIN!

I MIGHT BE ABLE TO USE THIS!

ARE THEY GOIN' FOR ROUND TWO?

AHHN!

MORE!

GO DEEPER! DEEPER!

GYAHH!

Y'KNOW...

LIWAHH!

AAHH!
MAYBE I SHOULD CANCEL MY PLANS FOR THIS AFTERNOON.

Ughh... I still smell like sex.

I can't open the windows in here...

Hnn!

Hm?

Ring ring!

Yes, that'll do nicely! Now, what to do...

I'll punish him next time!

That cretin... There's still a little left.

I swear, he's a god-damned fire hose...

Huh?

Yes?

This is Iizunokami!
DON'T PLAY DUMB WITH ME.
WHAT ARE YOU TALKING ABOUT?

MY PET?
Huh? What do you mean by that?

I'LL LET YOU HEAR HIS WHIMPERING.
I HAVE THAT CUTE LITTLE PET OF YOURS... THE PUPPY.

LISTEN!

I HAVE THAT CUTE LITTLE PET OF YOURS... THE PUPPY.

MAYBE YOU SHOULD WATCH THAT TONGUE.

PLEASE! HELP ME, IZUNOKAMI-SAAN!

WHAT'S THAT?
RYOMA! ARE YOU OKAY?!

WHAT THE HELL IS GOING ON?! YOU BETTER NOT HAVE LAID A FINGER ON HIM!

IS THAT RYOMA?!
HEH HEH! FIGURED IT OUT, DIDJA?

SHE'S STROKING YOU?

HEH HEH! FIGURED IT OUT, DIDJA?
KONG-SAN IS GIVING ME A FOOT JOB!

SH-SHE'S USING HER FEET...

HHAH! HOW DO YA LIKE THEM APPLES? I BET I PISSED YOU OFF!

WOAH, WHOA! YOUR DICK DOESN'T HAVE MUCH PATIENCE! YOU'RE ALREADY WET WITH PRE-CUM!

AHH... NO! KONG-SAN! I CAN'T TAKE IT!

B-BUT KONG-SAN'S MOIST SWEaty FEET FEEL LIKE A...

BUT

DO YOU HAVE ANY IDEA WHAT WILL HAPPEN IF YOU BETRAY YOUR MASTER?!

JUST A SECOND! RYOMA!

AHH... THAT MIGHT NOT BE SO BAD

FORGET BEIN' IZUNOKAM'S PET! I OUGHTA TAKE YOU FOR MYSELF!

AH!
YES MA'AM!

BRING MY CAR OUT BACK!

ON THE DOUBLE!

AH!

Y-YES?!

KINTO!

UM... WHERE TO?

I'LL GIVE YOU DIRECTIONS.

STRAIGHT AHEAD FOR NOW.

IT'S A GPS. IT'S SHOWING RYO... I MEAN, MANAGER HAMAZAKI'S POSITION.

WELL, I DON'T THINK THAT... I MEAN, RYO... ER, MANAGER HAMAZAKI!

HE'S MY...

LOOK AHEAD WHEN YOU'RE DRIVING! THIS HAS NOTHING TO DO WITH YOU.

WHAT? RYO-MA?!

DID SOMETHING HAPPEN TO HIM?!
Anyway, Ryoma has been kidnapped by King Kong Tokugawa.

So it would seem.

Um... me... too?

So... you too, chief?

You too, huh?

So that's how it is.

Ahh I see.

You and uh...

Not again...

What?!

Christ...

Take the next right!

She's trying to negotiate with me about the match schedule.

So she took him as a hostage.

If they don't pull you out of this soon, I'll have you sucked down to the marrow!

Gwaah!

Eeeek!
Women are helpless before it.

The curve is strong... the scent is dizzying...

No wonder it brought Ayaka to her knees.

But still, look at this thing!

It hasn't escaped my attention!

Even me...

I... can't take it!

Kong-san...

Ahh... such a waste.

Huagh!

Now then...

It's too early for me to be tasting this.
HE HAS A TRANSMITTER ON HIS PERSON.
THEN... WHERE IS IT?

AND HOW IS RYOMA GIVING OFF THIS SIGNAL, ANYWAY?

I CANT!
YOU WAIT HERE!

I'M GOING IN TOO!

I GUESS THE TWO OF THEM HAVE HAD SOME FUN TOGETHER

WOW
OH

UP HIS ASSHOLE!
WHOA!

YOU REALLY THINK THAT'S ENOUGH TO FINISH OFF RYOMA?

NOW, MY HOUND!

HE'S JUST A HARD-ON WITH TWO LEGS!

PFAH!

WHAT THE HELL'S GOTTEN INTO YOU?!

AAGGH!

AH!
As you can see, you can't defend yourself with your opponent at your back.

THAT'S A MISTAKE YOU CAN'T AFFORD TO MAKE IN THE RING, KONG!

AH!

This is gonna be a big one! I can't take it!

Gyaah!
It's so I can make sure that once he has sex with me, he can't have sex with anyone else for twenty-four hours.

Oh, that's the rotor tracking device I put into Ryoma.

AAAH!

Hey! Ayaka! Something's comin' out of his asshole!

Damn, that's harsh!

Ah! You just jealous?

Well, I've got plenty of rivals who are soaking wet over Ryoma here...
I CAN'T STOP MYSELF!

AH... ONCE I FEEL THIS PUSH INTO ME...

HUAAGH!

HAA!

HAA!

R-RYOMA!

THERE! YES!

YAAHH!

MORE!

AH! AH!

YES! LIKE THAT!

AHHHH!!
THEN YOU WON'T BE IN ANY SHAPE FOR A REMATCH WITH JUSTICE.

GONNA TAKE THREE DAYS FOR MY LOWER BODY TO RECOVER.

I'M DONE ...

MY HIPS ARE SHOT ...

HMM.

AS LONG AS YOU DO YOUR PART IN AIO-SAMA'S PLAN, YOU CAN FIGHT JUSTICE AS MUCH AS YOU WANT.

EASY, NOW. YOU'RE ALWAYS ONE STEP AHEAD OF ME WITH THIS SHIT AREN'T YOU?

NO KIDDIN' ...

YOU'RE ALWAYS ONE STEP AHEAD OF ME WITH THIS SHIT AREN'T YOU?

THAT'S A DIRTY TRICK!

YOU FUCKED ME OVER!

YOU MAY EVEN GET A REMATCH WITH HIM SOON, TOO.

HMM, NO DOUBT ABOUT THAT ...

ROUND33 END
AND ONE IMPORTANT PART OF THE JOB IS MANAGING EACH TEAM MEMBER'S SCHEDULE.

I CAN FEEL YOU DOWN THERE...

YOU'RE SO AMAZING, RYOMA-KUN!

AH!

AH!

HAA!

MAAF...

I'M SO HAPPY...

YOU'RE REALLY SQUEEZING ME TOO, YURI-CHAN...

YOU'RE THE BEST!

ROUND: 34

MY NAME'S HAMAZAKI RYOMA. I MANAGE A WOMEN'S PRO WRESTLING TEAM, GIGAMAX.
RYOMA-KUN ...

YURI-CHAN ...

I'M GONNA COME!

I'M COMING!

AH!

AH!

AH!

I CAN BARELY WAIT FOR TONIGHT!
AH! YES. I GOTA MAKE SURE I GET IN A LITTLE ONE-ON-ONE MANAGING SOMETIMES...

WAIT, BUT THIS MORNING...

YOU'RE GONNA BE SORRY IF YOU FORGET!

IT IS? OH! UM... Y-Yeah, THAT'S RIGHT, IT IS.

TO START THE DAY WITH RYOMA-SAMA!

TOMOE IS THRILLED...

TOMOE IS SO VERY GRATEFUL THAT YOU COULD MEET FOR MORNING TRAINING!

AH! RYOMA-SAMA!

AH!

AH!

AH!
RYOMA-SAMA

TOMOE-CHAN

UWAAA!

AHH!

SO MUCH THIS MORNING

TOMOE CAN'T WAIT TO STAY OVER TONIGHT

Huh?

Ah, Kirino-san!

I'm gonna give it 110%!

Okay, time to practice!

I better go check the schedule later.

Huh... I think there might be a misunderstanding with Tomoe-CHAN.
YOU ARE GONNA BE FREE TONIGHT, RIGHT?

OH NO, OF COURSE NOT.

YOU SURE DO GET A LOT SLOWER WHEN YURI'S HELPING YOU OUT!

BY THE WAY

TO-TONIGHT IS... UH... G-GONNA BE GREAT!

O-OH Y-YEAH, OF COURSE!

IT'S ACTUALLY REALLY TOUGH TO GET THESE SCHEDULES LINED UP RIGHT.

I'LL BRING SOMETHING TO COOK!

GLAD TO HEAR IT.
I CAN'T BELIEVE IT!

HOW DID THIS HAPPEN?!

WAAHH!

I'LL BRING SOMETHING TO COOK!

YOU'RE GONNA BE SORRY IF YOU FORGET!

TOMOE CAN'T WAIT TO STAY OVER TONIGHT...

THE DATES KEPT GETTING MOVED BACK OVER AND OVER...

OH YEAH... I'VE HAD MY HANDS FULL WITH ALL THE STUFF WITH LINDA-SAN AND RIO-SAN.

OH MY GOD!!!
Why are the two of you here?!

Wait...

I could ask you that, Mako!

Just what's going on here, Manager?!

Please answer us, Ryoma-sama!

You're here too, Yuh-chan?

I just happen to have a spare key...

I know...

He's not answering his phone.

Is he out, maybe?

Really...

Oh yeah! I have one too!

Not a chance he's definitely in there. If he gets away, he's gonna regret it tomorrow morning!

I have one as well!
WHERE ARE YOU, RYOMA-KUN?

EXCUSE US!

WHERE ARE YOU, RYOMA-KUN?

THE JIG'S UP!
COME ALONG QUIETLY!

WAAAH! I'M SORRY! FORGIVE ME!

I THINK WE KNOW HOW TO WRING A CONFESSION OUT OF HIM!

TORTURE HIM! TORTURE HIM!

NOW THEN, SHALL WE GIVE YOU A CHANCE TO EXPLAIN YOURSELF?
AH!

GYAH!

BEP!

LET'S SQUEEZE IT BETWEEN THE TWO OF US!

AH! NOT THERE!

THIS MIGHT BE NICE!
I've never done this before!

You're so hot down there, Ryoma-kun!

You really screwed up the scheduling!

You've failed as a manager!

Ah... I'm sorry...

I'll let you repent through your actions.

You're such a dummy...

Ahh!... MMMM!
AH... YES... THERE... KEEP ROLLING YOUR TONGUE...

GAAH! YOUR TONGUE IS SO LONG!

IT'S GOING ALL THE WAY IN!

AHN! DON'T RUB ME LIKE THAT!

AH... I CAN'T STOP MY JUICES!

HAAA!
Yeah, we milked it out of him!

No, it's not milk, it's more like jello!

Ryoma-sama came so much...

It smells dirty...

Now it's time to lick it up...

Ahn!

So how did I taste?

Stop...

Ah...

Ah...
OKAY...
HERE WE GO!

I WANT TO SAGAME YOU, TOO...

AAAH!

WE'RE BOTH GIRLS...

YOU SHOVED IT ALL THE WAY IN!

AH!

B-BUT...

WE SHOULDN'T...
HAAA!

WHAT?

WE'LL HELP YOU OUT A LITTLE BIT!

SOMEONE'S REALLY GETTING OFF!

NO...

NOT NOW...

DON'T TOUCH MY CLIT WHEN HE'S INSIDE ME!

AAAH!

AAAH! NO!
AHH...
I CAN'T TAKE IT!

BUT I DON'T WANT HIM TO COME OUTSIDE...

I WANT IT INSIDE ME!

IF HE COMES INSIDE ME RIGHT NOW...

EEEK!

I'M COMING, KIRINO-SAN!

I'M GONNA EXPLODE!

UH!
RYOMA-KUN IS STILL GOING STRONG!

Perhaps I'll take care of that!
It's your just desserts for leaving me for last.

Don't lick me there!

There's only this one thing for three of us.

Yaaaah...

Ah!

Aah!

Hyaaaah!

Gyah!

Angh!...
keep... keep going... ah... iwakura helped me prepare for this... it's fine.

are you sure, tomoe-chan? this is ryoma-kun we're talking about!

whoa! her butt?!

why don't you try tomoe down here
IWAKLIRA...

THE REAL THING IS COMPLETELY DIFFERENT!

AAAHH!

AND IT'S GONNA WRECK MY BLITT!

IT'S GONNA MAKE ME COME!

SHE'S GOT US BEATEN...

MAYBE I SHOULD GIVE THAT A TRY TOO...

AH!

YAHH!
LISTEN TO THAT DIRTY SOUND FROM YOUR PUSSY, YURI!
WHew...

Are you done with work now?

Tada.

Wha?!

It's not... work that's...

Ah!

Sanae-san?!
I'm falling down on the job...

Okay...

Ahh! I'm sorry!

Keeping the schedule is job number one for the manager!

That was my mistake!

Oh! Ryoma-kun!

We were supposed to have our date tonight.

Beep!

Bad boy!

So...

Are you tired of women for today?

Of course not!

Oooh!
I could do it with you a million times, Sanae-san!

This all popped up because I screwed up the schedule, but...

You got room for me in that schedule book?

Knockin' em dead, stud?

Still Saeko-san wasted no time in teasing me the next day...

Round34END
C'MON, GIRLS! CONCENTRATE! FOR CRYIN' OUT LOUD!

YOU KNOW, FOR SOME REASON...

OUR TRAINEES SEEM TO BE CLUTCHING THEIR BUTTS.
Kirinosan!

That match today didn't go well at all!

OW!

But... but...

You were so fixated on your butt that you couldn't concentrate!

You had your mind in the gutter up there, didn't you!

N-no! That's not...
You're the one who badgered me about it, Kirino-san!

B-but... you're the one...

That started it!

Well, I guess that's true...

Don't lie to me.

See! Look how you're twitching down here!

But what can I do...

It feels like you're always up my butt...

I can't concentrate on the matches like this!

Aah!

Yeah...

How troublesome...

Maybe you're getting a little too overloaded with new experiences lately.
AHH! IT'S ALL THE WAY IN!

YOUR TONGUE'S SWIRLING AROUND MY INSIDES!

I HAVE TO MAKE SURE THE SECOND FINGER CAN GO IN SMOOTHLY.

NOT TOO COMFORTABLE, IS IT?

JUST ONE FINGER RIGHT NOW.

I HAVE TO, I NEED TO RELAX IT.

DON'T SPREAD IT LIKE THAT!

AAAH!

HUAAH!
WELL, MAYBE THAT HAD SOMETHING TO DO WITH IT

OH
NO, LIM

DID YOU PRACTICE WITH JUSTICE-SENPAI??

UGH...
NOW'D YOU GET SO GOOD WITH THIS BUTT STUFF??

Y-YOU MEAN

WHAAAAT?!

Buh
Lim

I CAN P-PLAY WITH SANAE-BAN'S BUTT?!

I'VE SET ASIDE SOMETHING SPECIAL FOR TONIGHT.

WANNA PLAY WITH MY BUTT?

I'LL TELL YOU ONE THING. I NEVER EVER EVEN TRIED IT WITH HIM.

IT'S A TUNNEL OF LOVE JUST FOR YOU, RYOMA-KUN.

AND SHE'S LETTING ME?!

SHE DIDN'T EVEN LET HER HUSBAND...
MY BUTT WANTS YOU INSIDE IT!

AHN! I CAN'T TAKE IT!

HURRY, RYOMA-KUN!

OKAY! I CAN TELL YOU'RE FULLY PREPARED NOW, SANAE-BAN!
I CAN'T EVEN THINK!

WHAT'S HAPPENING?!

MY MINDS GOING BLANK.
IT'S LIKE YOU'RE UP INSIDE THE MIDDLE OF ME!

AAAH!

MY BUTTS SO HOT!

HUA!

I'M GONNA ...

I CAN'T ...

AH!

AH!

AH!
WHAT? DID SOMETHING HAPPEN BETWEEN YOU AND KIRINO-SAN?

DO YOU HAVE ANY IDEA WHAT SHE SAID AFTER THE MATCH TODAY?!

LISTEN TO ME! IT'S THAT KIRINO GIRL!

WHAT'S, LIM... WHAT'S GOTTEN INTO YOU?

JUST A SECOND, ISAMI-CHAN...

WHAT THE HELL? DID SHE MAKE HER...

AND WE HAD A LITTLE BACK DOOR FUN...

WELL, I WAS WITH HIM LAST NIGHT...

HAH! WHAT WAS THAT WHOLE FREAK SHOW ABOUT?

I WAS JUST TELLING HER WHAT I THOUGHT ABOUT THE MATCH...

YOU MOVED LIKE YOU HAD YOUR HIP REPLACED, GRANDMA!

ANAL DEBUT?!
Y-YES! OKAY! I'LL USE MY UTMOST DISCRETION!

YOU GONNA DO SOMETHING ABOUT THIS, RYOMA!

YES, IT WILL BE MY TOP PRIORITY!

EEEEE!

NOT TO MENTION THE SUNSENGUM...

BUT WAIT... WHAT IF ISAMI-CHAN SPREADS THIS ANAL TALK TO AOI'S TEAM?

AND THEN...

DON'T UNDERESTIMATE THE ASS OF A PRO WRESTLER!

I COULDN'T SNAP THAT THING OFF YOURS OFF LIKE A TWIG!

OH?

AS THE RUMOR REACHED ALL THE WAY TO THE TOP.

DOING IT IN THE ASS? THAT'S THE KIND OF THING A DOG WOULD LIKE, ISN'T IT?

PERHAPS I COULDN'T BE PERSUADED.
THE LORD OF ASS IN WOMEN'S WRESTLING?!

COULD I AT LAST BECOME...

HAH!

COULD IT EVEN MAKE ITS WAY TO ... HER EARS?!
This hole has been itching for your dick this whole time!

Hurry up and ravage my butt.

What're ya thinkin' about, Ryoma-kun?

Gah!

Ah... Ah...

O-Okay... I'm going, Yuri-chan...

Haaa!
BECAUSE IT'S YOUR DICK, RYOMA-KUN...

I THINK IT'S...

AH!

AH!

AHHH!

AHHH!

Mmmm!

BUT I FEEL LIKE I'M GONNA EXPLODE!

IT'S LIKE YOU'RE DRAGGING EVERYTHING OUT OF ME WHEN YOU'RE MOVING!

IT'S RUBBING ME RAW INSIDE!
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AH! IT WOULD HAVE BEEN FINE IF YOU'D TAKEN A LITTLE MORE TIME.

THANK YOU FOR KEEPING RYOMA-SAMA COMPANION, IWAKURA.

YOU DREW A FINE BATH.
Okay.

I won't hold myself back!

Tomoe has made sure to purify and relax herself down there, Ryoma-sama.

So you may enjoy yourself without compunction.

It's just like you, Tomoe-chan!

That pressure you put on it feels incredible.

You're the queen of anal!

Ahn! I'm so happy.

Ngh!
HAA! RYOMA-SAMA!

TOMOE-CHAN!

TOMOE'S... GOING TO GO CRAZY!

AHN!

AHN!

HAA!

HAA!

AHN!

AHN!

AHN!

YOU'RE GETTING TOMOE BOTH WAYS!

AAAHN!

RYOMA-SAMA!

AHN! TOMOE... CAN'T EVEN.
COULD NEVER GIVE THIS UP!

NO! THE PLEASURE IS TOO INTENSE! THIS COULD BECOME A HABIT!

YEAH!

IT'S GREAT!

IT'S DRIVING ME WILD, TOMOE-CHAN!

HOW IS IT FOR YOU?

HOW IS TOMOE'S BUTT?

DOES IT MEET WITH YOUR APPROVAL?
JU"TICE!

ンがあああ!!

JUSTICE!
JUSTICE ASUKA!

MMF...

OH DEAR
ALL OF THIS IS YOUR FAULT, RYOMA-KUN!

AH... I'M A REAL SCONDER...

I'M NOT HAVING ANY OF THIS...

AND I TOLD HER THIS WAS AN IMPORTANT MATCH TODAY!

THERE'S NO GREATER HONOR, SAEKO-SAN...

HE SURE IS TALL, RYOMA-KUN...

IN FRONT BELONGS TO MY HUSBAND...

BUT I'LL GIVE THE BACK TO YOU, RYOMA-KUN!

YES...

AH... JUST LIKE THAT...

ROUND35•END
OH YEAH, YOU PUT ON A HELL OF A MATCH BACK THEN, UM...

YOU DON'T REMEMBER ME? WE TOOK THE ENTRANCE TEST TOGETHER!

HM?

TAKAMORI SANA!

AW, C'MON! YOU WERE IN ON IT TOO!

WHAT ARE YOU, HER BIGGEST FAN?

OHH! LOOK, LOOK! ISN'T THAT AOI-SAN?

HEY KATSURA-SAN!

YEAH...

DON'T YOU THINK SO, KATSURA-SAN?

SHE'S SO STRONG! EVEN IN JIPANG, SHE'S AN ACE AMONG ACES!
I had my eye on you two even back when you joined up.

You two were the great hopes that my Jipang was pinning its future on.

One of you has arrogantly risen the banner of revolt against me, and fancies herself the queen of the rebellion...

And the other has fallen to the level of a worthless dog.

But fancy that...

Round: 36
OH?

I'M... NOT JUST SANAE'S DOG...

WHAT DO YOU THINK ABOUT THAT, RIO?

YOU STILL DON'T UNDERSTAND YOUR PLACE.

WE WOULD CALL A TAMER ALIVE ANIMAL A DOG, WOULD WE NOT?

AND HOW HAVE YOU NOT REALIZED THE DEPTHS TO WHICH YOU'VE FALLEN?!

WHY HAVE YOU CHOSEN THIS PATHETIC STATION IN LIFE?

OPEN YOUR EYES!

RIO!
Indeed you possess the fighting spirit... the battle sense...

ME?

There's no quality justice has that you do not surpass.

Ryoma!

If I do that, he'll be devastated!

But

Why won't you prove that you're the stronger?

Why won't you fight her?

Ah... It's him, is it?

YOU NEED NOT WORRY.

I couldn't stand it if Ryoma hated me!

What could have frightened her had she such a fearsome warrior in the ring?
RYOMA?!

HOW DID YOU...?!

HE'S ALREADY BEEN DRIVEN FROM JUSTICE'S ARMS.

YOU SHOULD FIGHT HER ACCORDING TO YOUR OWN INSTINCTS.

AS LONG AS YOU DO SO, RYOMA WILL FALL TO YOUR WILL.

AAAH!
AH! AH!
EVEN AOI-SAMA HAS SAID THAT WE COULD MAKE GOOD USE OF YOUR MANAGING TALENTS.

THAT'S RIGHT. WE'LL UPROOT THE EXISTING MANAGEMENT AND BRING YOU IN.

ME? AT THE JIPANG OFFICE?

DON'T TELL ME THAT YOU'VE PICKED NOW OF ALL TIMES TO PRATTLE ON ABOUT GIGAMAX...

NO, BUT...

WELL...

HAA!

WELL...

HAA!

WHAT ABOUT MY JOB AS THE GIGAMAX MANAGER?!!

BUT...

HOLD ON A SECOND!
RIGHT NOW YOU'RE... LITTLE MORE THAN AN... AH! ERRAND BOY... FOR JUSTICE!

NO! THAT'S ABSURD!

BESIDES, I'D DO ANYTHING TO HELP GIGAMAX! IT'S MY HEART AND SOUL!

YOU CAN PUT... YOUR TALENTS TO USE... SERVING WRESTLING AS A WHOLE!

LOOK AT THE... BIGGER PICTURE!

F... FOOL!

AHN! I THOUGHT YOU LOVED... WOMEN'S WRESTLING!

CAN'T I CHOOSE BY MYSELF?

I DO, BUT...

WOMEN'S WRESTLING IS... AHN! FAR LARGER THAN JUST GIGAMAX!

DON'T YOU WANT TO... WORK ALONGSIDE ME?

IT WOULD BE AN HONOR, BUT...

I WOULD TAKE GOOD CARE OF YOU.
IF YOU TRULY DESIRE STRENGTH, YOU MUST DO AS YOU DID IN THE PAST, AND SEEK MY AID!

I AM THE ONLY ONE WHO CAN MAKE YOU STRONGER!
PLEASE! I WANT TO BE STRONGER!

STRONGER THAN JUSTICE, STRONGER THAN SANA!

WAIT A SECOND!

SO PLEASE...

I'LL DO ANYTHING FOR IT!

SO SHALL IT BE, RIO!

VERY WELL...

I'LL DO IT...

Yeah...

WILL YOU SWEAR YOUR FEALTY TO ME?
Just as in this shower, you shall wash yourself of your past.

What I desire?

You have decided well. That which you desire shall become yours.

Rise.

Eek...

I will bestow you with a newer, more fitting moniker.

Cast the ring name "Tiger Cat" aside!
WHHEW...

ISAMI-CHAN?

RYOMAAA!

THAT DOESN'T MEAN I'M GONNA QUIT MY JOB AS GIGAMAX'S MANAGER.

I GET WHAT IZUNOKAMI-SAN SAID, BUT...

I HAVE GREAT NEWS!

WHAT IS IT? YOU SEEM REALLY EXCITED ABOUT SOMETHING!

RYOMAAA!

AND WE'RE GONNA BE IN THE MAIN EVENT!

I'M GONNA BE IN A TAG TEAM WITH KONG-SAN...
JEEZ, WHAT KIND OF CRITERIA DOES KONG-SAN HAVE?

SHE SAID I SHOWED GUTS BACK WHEN YOU ... UM, WELL...

Yeah! Kong-san offered it to me!

Really? That's awesome!

And my parents back home in the country are thrilled too...

I'm just... so happy...

Well, if it ain't the King Stud himself...

Oh, don't thank me...

Thank you so much...

It was all because of your hard work

It's just...

Um... Isami-chan?

Kong-san!

But then I met you and you kept encouraging me...

Things were looking really grim earlier and... and I was just about to quit wrestling altogether.
HEY, ISAM! ISAM!

SQUEE!
I HAD TO COME AND TELL RYOMA FIRST THING!

WE WERE LOOKING FOR YOU, ISAM! JEEZ!

GYAH HAHA!

YEAH, WE WERE COMING TO SAY CONGRATS, BUT YOU WEREN'T THERE!

YEAH!

WHEN YOU PUT IT LIKE THAT, IT FEELS LIKE IT'LL DEFINITELY HAPPEN!

UMASAN AND OKIDA-SAN ARE GONNA BE NEXT!

LET'S TRY TO GET ALL THREE OF YOU IN THE MAIN EVENT!

YOU KNOW... NOW THAT I THINK ABOUT IT...

WELL, ACTUALLY...

WHAT'S ALL THAT OVER THERE?

SOUNDS LIKE SOMETHING'S MAKING QUITE A STIRR.
Whether they're from Gigamax, Jipang, or wherever else, it makes no difference.

All of these women here are wrestlers, first and foremost.

They're all fighting their hearts out to support the world of women's wrestling.

And... if there's anything I could do to help them in my role as the manager...

MMM...

Oh?

MMM...

MMM...
C’mon, perk up!

Haha! Maybe I’m just tired.

Oh, no...

Are you worried about something?

Hm...

I dunno, Ryoma-kun. You’ve been with a hundred girls but I’ve never seen it like this.

Actually...

Sanase...

Can I talk to you about something?

Huh?

Sure.

I don’t think that’s how it works...
THEY WANT YOU IN THE JIPANG OFFICE?

N-NO!

Yeah, word is that you have quite a lot of friends over on Aoi's team, Ryoma-kun...

But really, every wrestler I know is a great person.

Honestly, at first I thought they might have some kind of ulterior motive.

B-b-but even if I did join the main office, I could still be the GIGAMAX manager, so everything would continue as usual!

You're certainly a fan of GIGAMAX, but even more, you're a fan of women's wrestling, right?

It shows they finally recognize your true potential!

So it's not so strange that you'd be managing women wrestlers as a whole!

It was just a matter of time, really.

I think it's great!
WA... THAT MIGHT BE A LITTLE MUCH...

AND THEN YOU'LL BE THE OFFICE CHIEF INSTEAD OF IZUNOKAMI!

I'M GONNA TOS HER CUT ALONG WITH ALL HER UNDERLINGS!

YOU KNOW, ONCE I BEAT DARKNESS FOR GOOD...

FOR ME, I CHOOSE TO GO WHERE MY HEART LEADS ME.

YOU SHOULD FOLLOW WHATEVER PATH YOU WISH, RYOMA-KUN!

O.KAY!

THANK YOU!

ME TOO

SANAE-SAN...

BUT THAT DOESN'T CHANGE MY LOVE FOR YOU, RYOMA-KUN...

O.OH, NOW THAT DID THE TRICK, RYOMA-KUN!

MORE THAN ANYTHING, I LOVE YOU, SANA-SAN!

I LOVE WOMEN'S WRESTLING, BUT...

AHH...
YES! RYOMA-KLIN!

MORE!

DO ME MORE!

AH!

AHH!

AAAH!

AH!

HAA!

GO HARDER!

GO DEEPER!
HYAAAAAH!
RIO-SAN!

YO.

RYOMA.

BEEN A WHILE...

IT'S FINE! AS LONG AS YOU'RE DOING OKAY!

SOMETHING DIDN'T MEAN TO MAKE YOU WORRIED.

I WAS WORRIED... THERE WAS TALK THAT YOU'D PULLED OUT AFTER YOU GOT HURT IN THE RING, BUT I'M GLAD TO SEE YOU'RE OKAY.

YOU HAVEN'T BEEN COMING TO THE GYM.

I'VE HAD A LOT OF STUFF GOING ON.
AM I?

WELL, MAYBE I AM, IF THAT’S HOW I LOOK.

DID SOMETHING HAPPEN?

JUST SEEING YOUR FACE, YOU'RE PRACTICALLY GLOWING!

I HAD SOMETHING THAT WAS GROWING AT ME FOR A LONG TIME, BUT I THINK IT'S JUST ABOUT CLEARED UP.

OH REALLY?

THAT'S A GOOD THING, THEN!

I'LL SHOW YOU SOMETHING INCREDIBLE!

JUST YOU WAIT.

I CAN'T WAIT!

THEN IT'S GONNA BE GREAT TO SEE YOU UP AND FIGHTING AGAIN!

YEAH.
DID SANAЕ SAY SHE WAS OKAY WITH IT?

OH! I PROBABLY NEED TO GET FORMALLY CERTIFIED AS A TRAINER, TOO.

IT’LL BE A GOOD LEARNING EXPERIENCE FOR ME AS A MANAGER.

SO I HEAR YOU’LL BE WORKING AT THE JIPANG OFFICE NOW?

YEAH... I GUESS WORD TRAVELS FAST.

ABOUT ME GOING TO JIPANG...

SO WHAT DO YOU THINK, RIO-SAN?

YEAH, DEFINITELY!

SHE WANTS ME TO GUN FOR BEING THE OFFICE CHIEF.

WE SHOULD ALL FOLLOW OUR OWN PATH IN LIFE AND DO WHAT WE LIKE.

SHE SAID YOU HAVE TO VALUE YOUR OWN PATH IN LIFE!

HMM...
SO WE CAN LIVE OUR LIVES WITH NO REGRETS!

LET'S FOLLOW OUR PATHS!

THE PATHS WE'VE CHOSEN FOR OURSELVES!

RO-SAN?

ROUND36 END
THANK YOU FOR READING OUR TRANSLATION OF RING X MAMA VOLUME 4! OMINOUS EVENTS INDEED AS WE CONCLUDE THE FOURTH VOLUME AND GET READY FOR THE FIFTH AND FINAL VOLUME OF RING X MAMA.

A LOT OF READERS HAVE SAID THAT THEY'VE ENJOYED THE SERIES MORE AND MORE WITH EACH PASSING CHAPTER, SO WE HOPE YOU'RE HAVING SOME FUN WITH IT AND LOOKING FORWARD TO EACH NEW CHAPTER. IT'S GROWN INTO QUITE A TALE SO FAR AND IT'S EASY TO GET INVOLVED WITH ALL THE CHARACTERS. IT SPEAKS A LOT TO MANABE JOJI'S STORYTELLING TALENT THAT WHAT COULD EASILY BE A VERY SILLY AND REPETITIVE SCENARIO HAS SUCH A COMPELLING OVERARCHING PLOT.

AS WE WRITE THIS, WE'VE BEEN WORKING ON THIS SERIES FOR OVER TWO YEARS NOW! THOUGH WE'RE VERY FOND OF IT, WE'RE ALSO VERY EAGER TO GET THE CONCLUDING VOLUME TRANSLATED FOR EVERYONE TO ENJOY. WE ALWAYS APPRECIATE YOUR SUPPORT, AND WE'LL SEE YOU SOON!

-SOBA-SCANS
とうとうやってきた。
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さて、リン×ママもかなり話が佳境に入ってきました。チームを組んでるとはいえ、
ギガマックスも義軍団も一人一人のレスラーの思いはそれぞれ違っています。
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